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Today’s overall mission and operational effectiveness is increasingly 
dependent upon systems with greater capabilities. However, it is imperative 
that these capabilities align with the critical needs of the organizations that 
are leveraging them. Our goal is to produce the most strategic, tactically 
effective, and highest value operational system possible so our clients can 
achieve mission success time and time again. 

IXTROM Group inc. specializes in software engineering and the development 
of solutions for Situational Awareness Command and Control Systems (C4ISR). 
The solutions address day-to-day event management, incident management, 
risk management, natural and man-made disasters, as well as multiple events 
in real time.

Our organization provides innovative and intelligent, web-based solutions with a 
state-of-the-art framework to enable interoperability, cross-agency collaboration, 
and real-time interconnectivity between responders in any type of event. 

The IXTROM platform is a fully integrated operational, tactical and response 
system designed to meet the demanding requirements of today while 
simultaneously increasing adaptability for the future. It offers operational levels 
with an unprecedented range of unique capabilities, a substantial increase in 
performance, greater reliability, outstanding efficiency, and lower operational 
and sustainment costs.

The technology includes collaboration systems, communication systems, 
interactive and visual GIS systems, and intelligent information gathering control 
systems.

IXTROM focuses on effective collaboration by securely sharing information with 
encryption, permissions and restrictions and successfully linking participants 
while keeping their own rights, roles and authorities in accordance with the 
hierarchical chain of their organization. The technology enables real-time 
strategic and tactical communication bonds and securely transfers information 
between all participants to increase operational effectiveness.

Our solutions empower responders with a unique framework to communicate 
with key officials, coordinate efforts and resources, and prepare for, respond to, 
and recover from any event. They provide real-time Situational Awareness and 
a Common Operating Picture (COP) driven by an intelligent Core of Operational 
Management. Seamless interoperability is created for groups and missions 
at various levels, even when they are operating with independent information 
systems that require unique regulatory solutions.

• Federal Governments

• Provincial Governments

• Defense and Security

• Terrorism and Homeland  

     Security

• State, Local and Tribal  

 Entities

• Public Safety

• Federal Agencies

• Municipalities

• Educational Institutions

• School Security

• Law Enforcement

• Border Patrol and Port   

 Security

• Public Health and Health   

 Care

• Fire Authorities

• Public Works

• Emergency Management

• Financial Services

• Insurance Services

• Transportation, Airport  

  and Railway

• Radio Amateurs

• Private Sector    

 Organizations
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ADAPTABLE, SCALABLE, AND CONSTANTLY EVOLVING.

• Integrated Communication Systems
• Surveillance Integration Services
• Tactical Based Systems
• Geospatial Intelligence
• Telemetry and Tactical Radio          
     Telecommunications 
• Processing, Exploitation and Dissemination   
     (PED)
• Special Operations Consultation Services
• Ground Station Development, Integration,           
 Operation, and Sustainment Communication        
 Systems
• Integrated Deployable Data Centers
• Electronic Performance Support System    
     [EPSS]
• Extended-Enhanced Transmission Group      
     Modules
• Global Communications Suites [GCS]
• Network Operations Services
• Multi-Spectral Surveillance Integration         
    Services

• Platform Security Solutions
• Network Management Integration
• Programmable Objective Encryption   
 Technologies
• Advanced Cryptographic Module Services
• Embedded and Network Encryption
• Ground Enterprise Integration
• Key Management Solutions
• Multi-Domain and Cross-Domain Solutions
• Surveillance Integration
• Tactical Reconnaissance Integration
• Service Oriented Architecture
• Computers And Wiring
• Material Components
• Feasibility Studies
• Project Management
• Change Management
• Integration Management
• Advanced Training
• 24/7 Technical Support
• Embedded Security Solutions

Our expertise is leveraged by a strong knowledge of delivering 24/7 production 
of highly complex system architectures, implementation, support and 
maintenance services, and simultaneously managing different geographical 
locations.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS THAT SUPPORT RAPID, COORDINATED 
AND SAFE RESPONSES TO REAL-WORLD THREATS. 

When an event strikes, time and affordability constraints make missions difficult or even impossible. At IXTROM, 
we recognize that one second lost can compromize any number of lives. Having an accurate picture of the 
occurring events in real-time is vitally important to the protection and maintenance of human resources and 
critical infrastructures. This is the reason we work diligently to support our clients in getting the most value from 
every dollar spent on decision-making.

IXTROM Group has a holistic approach to building technologies that work together and interact seamlessly with 
other data and technical environments regardless of the differing IT structures and engineering requirements of 
each of our clients. These technologies include: 
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WHERE STRATEGIC EFFECTIVENESS 
MEETS TACTICAL PRECISION.

WWW.IXTROM.COM


